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Service Overview of NOTTV Mobile Multimedia
Broadcasting for Smartphones
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In April 2012, NTT DOCOMO launched NOTTV , a
mobile multimedia broadcasting service for smartphones, as
part of its efforts to achieve a “convergence of broadcasting
and communications” and become an “integrated service
company with mobile services at its core.”
NOTTV incorporates both simultaneous delivery, a feature of
broadcasting, and bidirectionality and personal delivery, features of communications, to achieve a “bidirectional nextgeneration service” heretofore not seen in TV and other
forms of broadcasting.
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*1 NOTTV : NOTTV and the NOTTV logo are
trademarks or registered trademarks of mmbi,
Inc.
*2 VHF: The frequency band from 30 to 300
MHz, also called the very high frequency
waves.
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* At present, only mmbi has been approved as an operator

Broadcasting Network
Operator
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broadcasting on September 9, 2010.

Japan Mobilecasting, Inc.
(mmbi subsidiary)

“Mobacas” is the generic name
given to V-High multimedia
broadcasting

* The Japan Mobilecasting logo is a registered trademark of Japan Mobilecasting, Inc.

ing service that mmbi is operating is
“NOTTV.”

Figure 1 Mobacas and NOTTV

*3 ISDB-T: A digital terrestrial broadcasting standard in Japan. It was formulated for both fixed
reception in the home and mobile communications by mobile phones, etc.
TM
*4 MediaFLO : A trademark of Qualcomm Inc.,
United States.
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4. Hardware Features of
Mobacas Terminals
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3.2 Achieving User-participation-type Programs
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5. Compatible Models
With the aim of meeting its target
of more than one million subscriptions

tions that combine broadcasting and
communications. These functions make
it possible to achieve a more evolved

Which of the following items would you like to eat?

form of user-participation-type programs.
SNS linking will allow viewers of a
real-time broadcast such as a sports
event or live program to simultaneously

Sushi

Curry

Rice omelet

Hamburger

Cabbage
roll

post and review messages on social
*5

*6

media such as Twitter or Facebook

so that they can enjoy that broadcast
together and share impressions. A live
program, in particular, opens up interesting possibilities in this regard, such
as a scenario in which the opinions of
tweeting viewers are reflected in real

Figure 2 Concept of user-participation-type program in NOTTV

time within the program thereby giving

*5 Twitter: A registered trademark of Twitter
Inc. in the United States and other countries.
*6 Facebook: A trademark or registered trademark of Facebook, Inc.
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*7 BML: XML-based markup language for data
broadcast.
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Figure 3 Hardware configuration of Mobacas terminals
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6. Conclusion
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Figure 4 Expansion of Mobacas-compatible terminals
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